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Why AIDS is Dead and Magic Johnson is
Still Alive
Posted on Oct 02, 2015
If you are reading this, you are not dead. If you are not dead, you did not die of AIDS. If you
have not yet died of AIDS, you have that in common with NBA legend Magic Johnson and
billions of other multipartner copulators around the world.
So what happened? After all, Oprah told us in 1987 that,
“Research studies now project that one in five — listen to me, hard to believe — one in five
heterosexuals could be dead from AIDS at the end of the next three years. That’s by 1990.
One in five.”
That was roughly 60 million people in the US ! – who received a death sentence if foolish
enough to have unprotected sex between 1987 and 2008. But then, after many years and
many millions of rutters rutting rudely without latex protection, and not dying as predicted, a
rather small, rather Britishly reserved article by Jeremy Laurance was published in
the London Independent on Sunday, June 8, 2008.
“A quarter of a century after the outbreak of AIDS, the World Health Organisation (WHO)
has accepted that the threat of a global heterosexual pandemic has disappeared.”
Disappeared! Doesn’t he mean dissipated, or been severely diminished by medical
breakthroughs? No. It just disappeared. Who knew that deadly viruses that could wipe out
millions could also just disappear? This disappearance mutation must be studied further.
Whew, that was close. And to think of all the rousing sexcapades we’d all declined out of
fear (none). Why worldwide populations didn’t crash could only be due to the unsung heroes
among us who soldiered on, risking intercourse in the face of certain death.
The magnificently named spokesman for this little viral hiccup, Dr. Kevin de Cock, head of
the WHO’s department of HIV/Aids, continued, “…there will be no generalized epidemic of
AIDS in the heterosexual population outside Africa.”
Thanks Dr. de Cock! Too bad for you poor Africans, but the rest of us are off the hook!

Dr. de Cock (you just can’t get too much of that name in an
article like this) an epidemiologist who has spent much of his
career leading the battle against the disease, reportedly also
said that understanding of the threat posed by the virus had
changed. Whereas once it was seen as a risk to populations
everywhere, it was now recognized that, outside subSaharan
Africa, it was confined to highrisk groups including men who
have sex with men, injecting drug users, and sex workers and
their clients.
Really? In the last 7 years where are all the gay men, junkies and prostitutes around the
world who have contracted this killer virus?
Another mutation? And this one obviously recognized geography since it was now only
in “subSaharan Africa”? So no worries you “superSaharan” Africans? More study is
needed desperately.
So like I was saying, too bad for you subSaharan African, gay and dopeshooting prostitutes,
all of us euroamerican hetero potheads and coked up drunks who fornicate rather
indiscriminately with prostitutes are off the hook!
Which of course brings us to the venerated NBA. Magic Johnson, the one and only naughty
professional athlete in the world to have been infected, somehow still survives.
Is it because the virus, mutating to recognize investment strategies as well as geography,
realizes the advantage of investing in movie theaters and fried chicken restaurants in
challenging neighborhoods?
My sixth sense tells me no. Perhaps the reason AIDS has not killed our beloved Magic
Johnson or our randy nieces and nephews is because it is dead. Or maybe, human beings have
instead infected the population of AIDS viruses and wiped them out in an epidemic of
adaptive mutation known as “unprotected sex” common in all segments of society.
I expect Dr. de Cock will pop up again some day with more miraculous news that the
epidemic has also disappeared from subSaharan Africa. But who can really tell with
something so mysterious as HIV? After all, this exotic virus used to be the settled scientific
consensus. Now, obviously not. So much for scientific consensus.

Unfortunately, we also can’t rely on the eminent WHO or Dr. de Cock to explain what
actually caused all 20 million “AIDS related” deaths, since their “deadly, sexually transmitted
virus theory” sort of disappeared with the epidemic it didn’t cause.
In fact, this theory is now so obviously false to anyone with common sense, that only highly
trained medical professionals still believe it. They will swear that AIDS is still killing people
all over the world and will recount the virologist’s creed of low Tcell counts, high viral loads
and other relics of the old “gay cancer” days. Good theories die hard.
But for the rest of us, it remains a mystery, an enigma and I’m driven to my medicine cabinet
to get something for my headache.
So, now we must ask the question, qui bono? Who benefits? Did someone, some evil
terrorist group, benefit from these decades of hysterical virus busting or was it just another
episode of random mob hysteria – one that happens to have lasted for almost 30 years?
The mob is certainly gone but the hysteria is still with us. Odd. It’s almost like someone has
been keeping the hysteria going but in remote parts of Africa or in the ghettos of America
where we don’t look too closely.
For this answer we need to follow the money. Billions of dollars of private donations and
government grants went into someones’ pockets. They had to be on the front lines of the
battle for survival against a killer virus. And they had to produce something for all that
money.
Now off with my medicine’s childproof cap – so thoughtful – protecting our children like
that – and I pop the latest pharmaceutical wonder drug into my mouth.
But who? Who could perpetrate such an evil, brutal massmurder if it’s not the vanished HIV
virus itself? Ah, it’s becoming clearer now. It’s just on the tip of my tongue
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99 Names of God, but None of them “Love”
Posted on Oct 24, 2015
Around the wrist of many devout Muslims you may notice a string of 33 prayer beads. Like
rosary beads for Catholics, these are memory devices used to remind the faithful to pray. In
Catholics, prayers are repeated for each bead and for Muslims one of the 99 names of God are
invoked. 3 trips around the “misbaha” and you have all 99 names such as Allah the All
Merciful, the Pure One and the Source of Peace.
What you will not find is a name that mentions love. In the
Christian faith, God is love. Arguably, love is the central and
most important aspect of Christianity. Love is mentioned 409
times in the Bible, but only 69 times in the Koran. Of those 69
Koranic references only 20 have to do with God’s love for man
and those are all conditional. Primarily, Allah loves those “who
do good” (5 mentions), then those “who are pure and clean” (3
mentions) and on down to “Truly Allah loves those who fight in
His Cause in battle array, as if they were a solid cemented structure.” (1 mention).
Certainly in the Bible’s Old Testament there are similar references to God’s conditional love,
after all he asked Abraham to kill his only son to prove his love. But among Christians
generally, God’s unconditional love for man and his command conveyed by Jesus to “love
thine enemy” is a central belief.
Jesus’ disciple Paul defines the concept further in his letter to the rebellious early Christians
in the Roman city of Corinth,“Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast,
it is not proud. It does not dishonor others, it is not selfseeking, it is not easily angered, it
keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always
protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. Love never fails.”
And on that rock, to paraphrase, Paul built the Christian church.
Within all that was written that then became the “gospel truth” of Christianity a civilization
arose that overthrew the ruling state and theology of Rome, until love itself became divine
and inspired a flowering of human devotion that swept the world and animates much of it to

this day.
Yet Islam continued to dwell in its antiquity, untouched by this empowering concept of love,
until, ignoring St. Paul’s gospel, love’s believers came to convert Muslims by force during
the Crusades. The love of Allah for warriors was well appreciated then as they fought and
survived but were everafter dominated by the Christians or “the people of the book” as they
were once – perhaps even affectionately – known.
For almost 1,000 years now, the great cultural and scientific advances of the Christian west
have come only secondhand to the Muslim world. The great Muslim centers of learning that
developed the alphabet, mathematics, medicine and architecture have been silent, except for
the murmur of Koranic verse.
“Love thine enemy” and “love thy neighbor as thyself” never helped to cool the Muslim
hatred or relieve their humiliation. And so, the bitterness against their enemies the Christians
has only settled deeper and their hatred against their neighbors, the Jews, has only grown
more fierce.
And this hatred, it may be fairly said, has created the most prominent and possibly the only
contribution of the Muslim world in the last 1000 years – terrorism.
Allah may love those who do battle in his name, but let’s pray that our Muslim neighbors,
whom we love as ourselves, find one more name for God.
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Instant Climate Change Stress Relief
Posted on Dec 08, 2015
Whether you know it or not, whether you feel it or not, you are under constant stress from the
threat of global annihilation by climate change. If you manage to forget for a moment that
we, the developed countries, have signed the death warrant for Planet Earth, the news media
are keen that you remember, and that you remain afraid and so take action. Hopefully, at least
to consume more panicstricken media.
Particularly this past week with the Paris COP21 meeting spewing dire predictions of global
meltdown like a coalfired power plant, this can take a real toll on your mental and physical
health.
For some it is slight and for others, it is significant and damaging. I recall the terror my
young classmates and I felt under the threat of global nuclear war with Russia. I assume
young children around the world are similarly stressed today by fears of global destruction by
climate change.
I have the great privilege and honor of delivering the antidote to all this unnecessary stress.
Here it is:

Climate change facts show no significant warming in 18
years.
I call it the indisputable scientific observation of global temperature trends over the past 70
years – or the facts for short – about climate change previously known to panic enthusiasts as
global warming. Turns out, whoopsie!, it’s all wrong.
You can relax now, breathe deeply, let the stress go. The earth is not warming significantly,
the “scientific consensus”, ever wrong but never in doubt, was misguided by money and
EuroAmerican leaders, pursuing power by promoting and managing crises, have been lying
to you.
Now doesn’t that actually make more sense than armegeddon by plant food (CO2)?
Can you feel the knot of fear in your chest unwinding? Can you sense the dread and disgust
that your children have had for us – the filthy, polluting and plundering older generation –
beginning to lift? Perhaps this will take a bit more time. Younger people are slow to forgive
threats made on their lives and future. We elders are more used to it. Remember the financial
crisis, the insurance crisis and the income inequality crisis?
Well this is one crisis we can now put in the rearview mirror.
For more facts and less stress, read…

…and relax.
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“Tax the Rich” Plan Explodes
Posted on Oct 26, 2015
“You don’t pay taxes, taxes get taken. You get your pay, money gone. That ain’t paying
taxes, that’s a jack.”
Chris Rock, comedian, 1 percenter
The popular election meme of “tax the rich” for social justice is a deftly practiced and well
known vote getter. Used currently by politicians in primary contests to comfort economically
stressed voters, this factually impervious theory continues to enjoy wide appeal.
By appealing emotionally to the “fairness” of taking more from the rich rather than logically
of getting more for the middle class, populist pols sway elections.
But even a quick examination of wellknown economic fact explodes this bedtime story for
economically stressed voters on contact.
To boil down all the charts and graphs
into plain english, Daniel J. Mitchell, a
senior fellow at the libertarian Cato
Institute, Ph.D. in economics from
George Mason University and a B.A.
and M.A. in economics from the
University of Georgia explains, “The
key factoid (assuming my lateat
night, backoftheenvelope calculations
are right) is that this study implies that
the government would reduce private
sector taxable income by about $20 for
every $1 of new tax revenue.”
So when the government gets $1 in new taxes, we all lose $20 of taxable income. Some of
this loss obviously comes out of middle class income. But how much? A study published in
the New York Times in January of 2015 states, “The middle class, if defined as households
making between $35,000 and $100,000 a year, shrank in the final decades of the 20th

century. For a welcome reason, though: More Americans moved up into what might be
considered the upper middle class or the affluent. Since 2000, the middle class has been
shrinking for a decidedly more alarming reason: Incomes have fallen.”
Since 1967 lots of middle class people got wealthy, moved to a higher tax bracket, got taxed
at higher rates and so increased tax revenues dramatically but those who remained in the
middle class lost 10% of their income.
So, poor and middle class people, how’s more tax money working out for ya so far?
Anyone politician who has worked in the Federal government knows these tax facts. Some
currently running for office, obviously choose to ignore them. An honest or less ideological
politician would be asking, “How do we get more income to the middle class?” Instead of,
“How do we take more income from the rich?” But the horror of the Koch brothers
advocating for a tax cut for the wealthy is such a rich vein of emotionally charged mis
direction that pols just can’t resist.
Here’s the fact that, in the proper political messaging, brings home the bacon;
“Before 2000, the tax burden shifted from the lowest 80% of earners to the highest 20%;
since 2000, the burden has shrunk for all groups, but more so for the highest
earners.” “Economic Synopsis”, Federal Reserve Bank, St. Louis in 2011.
So even though the tax burden has shifted mostly to the rich ( a good thing) and more of us
are rich (also a good thing) and the tax burden has shrunk for everyone ( a third good thing),
the tax burden has shrunk even more for the rich ( a very bad thing).
And even though everyone serving in government knows that more tax revenues haven’t
benefitted the poor or middle class, here’s the killer political message…

Nailed it!

Scientists Find God but Forget His Name
Posted on Oct 24, 2015
“Through scientific experiment they’d demonstrated that there may be such a thing as a life
force flowing through the universe – what has variously been called collective consciousness
or, as theologians have termed it, the Holy Spirit.”
Lynn McTaggart, “The Field”
“They” who were demonstrating this “life force” were the pioneers of quantum physics
including Erwin Schrodinger, Werner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr and Wolfgang Pauli. Author
Lynn McTaggart further explains in her book “The Field” that they “…had some inkling of
the metaphysical territory they had trespassed into. If electrons were connected everywhere
at once, this implied something profound about the nature of the world at large. They turned
to classical texts in their attempt to grasp the deeper truth about the strange subatomic
world they were observing. Pauli examined psychoanalysis and archetypes and the
Qabbalah; Bohr the Tao and Chinese philosophy; Schrodinger, Hindu philosophy; and
Heisenberg, the Platonic Theory of ancient Greece.”
We might call this a spiritual quest. Physicist Albert
Einstein eventually concluded the quest by naming the
ultimate reality that they were seeking, “The field is the only
reality.” The name stuck and the most profound scientific
discovery of the early 20th century that couldn’t be fully
understood without researching holy texts was called simply,
“The field.”
Okay then, that sums it all up, nothing more to see here folks. Let’s move along. Except
another annoying discovery popped up later in the century.
“A cosmic mystery of immense proportions, once seemingly on the verge of solution, has
deepened and left astronomers and astrophysicists more baffled than ever. The crux … is that
the vast majority of the mass of the universe seems to be missing.”
William J. Broad, New York Times, September 11, 1984
Whoops! That’s a bummer. Uhh, excuse me Mr. Einstein and Mr. Bohr and you other guys,

about that whole “field” thing… the linked up electrons and all that… I’m just asking now,
but are you sure it’s actually there? Like, does it actually exist and all, in reality sort of?
Dr. Stacy McGaugh, a professor of astronomy at the Case Western Reserve University in
Cleveland, Ohio wondered about that too. “Is our Universe an unfamiliar darkness, filled
with invisible mass, with the ‘normal’ matter of which we are composed no more than a bit of
queer flotsam in a vast sea of dark matter and dark energy? Or is our inference of these dark
components just a hint of our ignorance of some deeper theory? … Both possibilities have
profound implications.”
Uhh yeah. So then, is the belief in dark matter like faith in religion, where we can’t see God
or detect him in any way but we know he’s there?
According to the Georgia State University, HyperPhysics site, “The dark matter is
undetectable by any electromagnetic radiation at our disposal – we can’t see it in the visible
range, can’t detect it by radio waves at the low end of the spectrum or by the xrays at the high
end of the spectrum. It appears not to interact by the electromagnetic force. The obvious
question is then “How do we know it is there?” For some 80 years we have known the answer
to that – it interacts by gravity and thereby produces measurable results.”
Ok, something is there, we’re sure of it, we just can’t measure it by any means but we know
it’s there, it’s a sure thing… there’s no other explanation.
Perhaps Albert Einstein summed up this new scientific mystery as well when he said, “God
doesn’t play dice with the universe.”
So, according again to Einstein, who seems to understand most of this stuff, God and the
Universe both exist, well that’s a relief. And they seem to work together somehow.
Did we just find God, or maybe a part of him/her/it and maybe then someone just decided to
call it Dark Matter… for now?
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A Cure for Gun Violence
Posted on Oct 10, 2015
A small city in Georgia may have the solution for the gun violence plaguing the United
States. It is counterintuitive if your intuition tells you that guns are the problem behind gun
violence. And if you are gun phobic, please prepare yourself.
The solution that Kennesaw, Georgia has enjoyed since 1982 is mandatory gun ownership.
According to the city ordinance, Kennesaw’s heads of households must own at least one
firearm and ammunition to “protect the safety, security and general welfare of the city and its
inhabitants.”
Until very recently in human history, the simple logic in this law has been universal. Only
after decades of progressive gun/violence theory does this now seem somehow illogical.
Acting on this progressive logic, Australia passed a national gun control “buy back” law that
looks on the surface to have significantly curbed gun violence. In fact, a recent article in the
Huffington Post attests to that fact citing early research.
But more conclusive and more recent research tells the true story:
WangSheng Lee & Sandy Suardi, The Australian Firearms Buyback and Its Effect on
Gun Deaths (Melbourne Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research Working
Paper No. 17/08, Aug. 2008). This paper also reanalyzes data on firearms deaths that was
used in previous research, using figures spanning the period from 1915 to 2004.[88] The
authors used “an alternative timeseries approach based on unknown structural breaks” in
analyzing the data to determine the impact of the National Firearms Agreement on
homicide and suicide.[89] They conclude that “[u]sing a battery of structural break tests,
there is little evidence to suggest that [the NFA] had any significant effects on firearm
homicides and suicides. In addition, there also does not appear to be any substitution
effects – that reduced access to firearms may have led those bent on committing homicide
or suicide to use alternative methods.”[90] Finally, the authors state that “[a]lthough gun
buybacks appear to be a logical and sensible policy that helps to placate the public’s fears,
the evidence so far suggests that in the Australian context, the high expenditure incurred to
fund the 1996 gun buyback has not translated into any tangible reductions in terms of

firearm deaths.”[91]
So if gun control doesn’t really work, does mandatory gun ownership?
Upon passage of Kennesaw’s municipal law, gun critics in the US promptly predicted disaster
– “People all over the country said there would be shootings in the street and violence in
homes,” said thencouncilman J.O Stephenson, “Of course, that wasn’t the case.”
In fact, the crime rate dropped by 89% according to Kennesaw Historical Society president
Robert Jones. Compared to the modest 10 percent drop statewide and a similar 17% drop
nationwide according the US Justice Department from 1982 to 1985.

Possibly the most disastrous fact for gun critics and striving politicians currently endorsing
gun restriction is that violent crime in Kennesaw remained at the lowest levels in the country
for a city its size for at least 16 years after the law was passed and currently, 33 years later,
still has the lowest violent crime rate among its Cobb county neighboring cities.
“It did drop after it was passed,” Robert Jones said in 1998. “After it initially dropped, it has
stayed at the same low level for the past 16 years.”
Past Mayor Leonard Church has said, “You can’t argue with the fact that Kennesaw has the
lowest crime rate of any city our size in the country.”
Well, of course you can argue with that fact, and that’s exactly what the ACLU did, claiming

the law was unconstitutional.
The author of the law, local attorney Fred Bentley Sr., had his doubts as well when drafting
the law. “I didn’t think it could be written in a constitutional fashion,” he said. “Obviously, it
was constitutional, because the American Civil Liberties Union challenged it in court and we
won.”
Kennesaw Historical Society president Robert Jones said one motivation for passing the
mandatory gun ownership ordinance had to do with publicity.
“It was done in response to a law passed by Morton Grove, Ill., outlawing gun ownership
within the city limits,” he said. “Several council members were upset Morton Grove had
gotten a lot of attention with their ordinance so they decided to top them.
“They figured the gun ownership ordinance would knock that city right off the front pages.
They were right.”
Jones went on to say that Kennesaw now has worldwide name recognition.
“I have been to Australia and Europe and when I tell people I am from Kennesaw they
recognize the name as the place that requires everyone to own a gun,” he said.
But J. O. Stephenson, then councilman of Kennesaw, said the issue was not publicitydriven
but issuedriven.
“We believed in the right of people to own guns,” he said.
Jones wrote a book in 1994 about this firstofitskind law, “The Law Heard ‘Round the
World.” He also reportedly said the law in its final form has many loopholes, so not everyone
is required to own a gun.
“There are many outs,” he said. “When you look at it, almost anyone could fit into one of the
exempted groups.”
This serious potential solution for our ongoing national tragedy of gun violence should be
more widely discussed than it is.
Long after the initial publicity has faded, the facts remain.

CREDITS:
Original reporting on this story was done by Jonathan Hamilton and David Burch for the
Marietta Daily Journal on March 14, 2001
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The Great Gift of Bernie Sanders
Posted on Oct 17, 2015
Nowhere is the sclerotic, disordered thinking of the last days of progressivism more
amusingly expressed than in the presidential campaign of Senator Bernie Sanders.
He dodders, he sputters, he doesn’t actually know
the current state of the socialism he is talking
about. Like the slowmotion implosion of a
oncegrand hotel, Bernie’s philosophy has had
the support pillars blown out from under it and in
full view of a rapt public, begins its inexorable
arc toward destruction. Pure entertainment gold.
Free thinking people the world over, just sit back
and enjoy the show. This enthralling display of
endstage groupthink, shufflling in its baggy old man’s trousers toward election day,
faces hilariously predictable humiliation and throughly satisfying historical, final defeat.
Progressivism, liberalism, socialism, leftism or the current idiom “Democratic mainstream”
thinking – whichever masquerade it assumes – shows its true nature once again, as the
spawning ground of tyrants using the empty promise of utopia. Expect the full frontal face
plant pratfall that punctuates every scene of silly socialist posturing.
For instance, the tyrannical “Black Lives Matter” usurpers, perfectly reenacting the Jacobites
of the French Terror, bumrushing Bernie’s stage and guillotining his speech in a spasm of
mob rule direct from the bloody streets of Paris, circa 1793. Bernie, caught offguard, the
perfect Royalist, was what we call now a white, privileged puppet of the oppressors. Grand,
tragic opera. And laughs to die for.
Fast forward 150 years from Paris to the National Socialists of Germany and their Beer Hall
Putsch and Final Solution – all ultimately in service to the utopian, eugenicist tyrant’s dream
of a pure Aryan 1000 year Reich. Early, textbook socialism in full flower but with a
predictably short season.

Of course the rather droll Soviet socialists continued the wishful wonder of a worker’s
paradise, slaughtering tens of millions under the benign gaze of the worker’s true champion,
Comrade Stalin.
Even up to today, with the remnant charade of Chairman Mao’s or Fidel’s communal heaven
on earth, we can see the foundations finally crumbling of a philosophy that has become
the punchline of a rather long and quite vulgar joke.
But Bernie is the perfect straightman – a gift to the cruel comic whim of God. A true and
loyal believer in the tyrant’s whisper code. He and his progressive/leftist/Democratic
admirers tout the peaceful, sophisticated, enlightened socialist Scandinavia, particularly
Denmark. The only problem is that Denmark, like Sweden before it, has been engaged in a
long struggle to reform its crushing “social justice” welfare state for decades.
Denmark’s current prime minister has been leading his fellow Danes out of the utopian
wilderness and in exactly the opposite direction of socialism his entire tenure. Denmark now
boasts strong private property rights, relative freedom from state intrusion in the economic
system, resulting in lower public debt, more freedom of trade and investment and the rest of
the white, privileged oppressor’s bag of evil tricks.
Whoops! There’s that philosophical banana peel just steps away from Bernie’s oppressively
polished wingtips. The anticipation is just too great. Let’s just get the popcorn ready and
watch as the blessedly final laughs come tumbling down.
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85% Failure Rate in Weight Loss Surgery
Reported
Posted on Oct 23, 2015
As with my recent reporting and commentary on the “disappearance” of AIDS according to
the World Health Organization, I am moved to challenge another hideous and apparently
corrupt practice of the modern medical industry.
For 4 years, beginning in 2006, my wife, Adoley and I operated a private hypnosis clinic in
Fullerton, CA that dealt primarily with weight loss. We were 75 percent effective, meaning,
clients lost weight and at one year afterwards, no appreciable weight gain had returned.
In our third year of operation I was invited to a meeting
with the director of the TriCounty Bariatric Surgeons
Association that included weight loss surgeons from
Southern California. I was asked what the costs of our
hypnosis program for postoperative patients might be.
I was insistent on knowing why their patients would
need hypnosis after a successful weight loss operation.
They shouldn’t need hypnosis or anything else – if the surgery was effective. Something just
didn’t seem right.
After quite a bit of back and forth, the director admitted to an 85% failure rate, meaning, 85%
of patients regained all or part of their weight after surgery. Also, after a bit more discussion,
I realized they were asking me to deal with people who were extremely upset, often to the
point of frenzy, their digestive systems irreversibly altered in surgery, and usually broke or
close to it due to the $25,000 expense of the surgery.
Even more disturbing was the additional admission of a 15% “complications” rate of the
surgery including infection, anemia and death. These facts were alarming to me and to the
director seeking my assistance with her extremely serious and growing problem.
But this was not anything I wanted to be involved with and declined to work with
the group feeling I would be supporting a horrifically corrupt system that did irreversible

damage to many people and was admittedly ineffective for most.
Yet, weight loss surgery, still being fairly new, had rescued many hospitals from bankruptcy
at that time, and enriched countless surgeons. It continues today to be another medical
industry cash cow with about 160,000 surgeries done per year at about $25,000 a piece, let’s
just say $4 billion worth.
It is now supported by the government and some in the insurance industry as a viable
treatment in spite of the results avowed by the leader of one the largest groups in the country
doing this surgery. Of course, there are only glowing accounts of the lives saved by this
surgery in the popular media. I have never seen or heard of a lawsuit, probably because
patients are routinely asked to waive all future legal action before they get the procedure.
I ask that you who are moved by this report, to comment below with government or legal
offices who may be interested in this possibly criminal activity. At least, I believe it is time to
get the unbiased postoperative statistics on this type of surgery and possibly stop this
apparently useless procedure on desperate and deliberately uninformed people. We may save
many from a terrible fate.
Let’s take a closer look at the enormous power wielded by the medical/pharmaceutical
industry and their partners in the government.
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Investor George Soros - He’s Increased His Fortune By
Reviewing And Learning From His Mistakes
George Soros figures he's wrong. Often. But he doesn't see it as a problem. "To others, being
wrong is a source of shame; to me, recognizing my mistakes is a source of pride," he said.
"Once we realize that imperfect understanding is the human condition, there is no shame in
being wrong, only in failing to correct our mistakes." His philosophy - which he calls "reflexivity" says that people and the systems they create will always make mistakes.
Soros tries to keep it in mind at all times. That way, he says, he can be ready to cut his losses
and then examine the reasons for them. Soros has made billions by concerning himself with
mistakes and then analyzing them. He's been on the fast track to success since he opened his
Soros Fund Management in 1969, a private investment management firm that serves as
principal investment adviser to the Quantum Group.
The Quantum Fund, the oldest and largest fund within the group, has been recognized as
having one of the best performance records of any investment fund in the world. From its
founding in 1969 until its merger into another Quantum fund in June 2000, Quantum Fund
returned more than 30% annually on average.
Soros knows the importance of showing his support for his enterprise: Soros' own money is
included in the $11 billion his funds manage. His financial approach also has allowed him to
become one of the top philanthropists in the world. Soros has given billions to charities around
the world, focusing on science, education and politics.
Born in Budapest, Hungary, in 1930, Soros, who is Jewish, lived through the Nazi occupation by
hiding his identity. He moved to England in 1947. As he was growing up, Soros' parents had
urged him to learn as much as he could both in and out of school. Soros took them at their
word, and studied vigorously each day. Fascinated by business, he entered the London School
of Economics and delved into study. He graduated in 1952.
As an immigrant in England, Soros felt the established hierarchy didn't offer enough opportunity
for a hungry newcomer. He moved in 1956 to the U.S. He'd spend hours reflecting on the
theories he'd learned in college studying under Karl Popper, who insisted that economics is
most stable in an open society. Soros decided that one day he'd do what he could to help
encourage one. As he made investment after investment - many of them hedging against
conventional wisdom, in keeping with his idea that markets weren't rational - Soros' fortune
grew. He decided to expand it even further and opened Soros FundManagement in 1969. Soros
didn't concentrate on just making money. He wanted to use it to fund his dream of fostering
open societies and helping others help themselves.

In 1979, he founded the Open Society Fund. He began with early donations of about $3 million
a year to dissidents in the Soviet bloc. When he found dedicated reformers - Poland's Solidarity
movement, Czechoslovakia's Charter 77and Russia's Andrei Sakharov - he awarded them
string-free grants. Some of his money went to small things, such as copy machines in Hungary,
which were used to publish underground papers. Some helped rebuild water pipelines in
Sarajevo. Some helped fund plays to keep people's morale up.
Today, Soros has a network of foundations operating in 24 countries throughout Central and
Eastern Europe, as well as in South Africa and the U.S. Soros also wanted to pass his passion
for learning on to others. In 1990, he founded Central European University with branches in
Budapest, Prague and Warsaw. The university offers graduate programs in history, economics,
political science, art and social sciences.
Soros looks for ways to improve on the mistakes he's made and find a better way to approach
tasks. Not all agree with his approach, however. Some conservative critics charge he's trying to
spread a far-too-liberal political philosophy by spreading his money around. He also was
described as "the man who broke the Bank of England" after he made a billion dollars by shortselling the British pound. When Russia's financial system fizzled in 1998, Soros was blamed
again as a manipulative foreign speculator. He'd invested in the auction of Svyazinvest, the
state telephone holding company, thus bringing in other Western investors. But the huge capital
influx led to a vicious power and money struggle in Russia and escalated the financial crisis
even further. Soros lost a great deal more than he made when Russia began its financial
meltdown.
As a philanthropist, he'd invested more than $100 million to help create an open society in
Russia. He'd provided grants for 40,000 scientists, expanded communications systems,
scientific literature, research programs and educational reform, and he'd helped introduce the
Internet. He remained unbowed by the criticism. "I have no regrets with regard to my attempts to
help Russia move toward an open society: They did not succeed, but at least I tried," he said. "I
have grave regrets as an investor. It goes to show how difficult it is to reconcile the two roles."
Soros doesn't try to second-guess himself, but he remains flexible. As the market changes, he
says he constantly re-evaluates and tweaks his approach. And after spending more than $1
billion trying to transform the countries of the former Soviet bloc into thriving capitalist
democracies, Soros says he's bringing his philanthropy home. He announced that of his annual
giving - more than $350 million last year, almost all of it overseas - he'll now devote half to five
domestic issues: civil rights, death and dying, drugs, education and criminal justice. "I don't have
all the answers," he said, "but I know what to ask. And after all, I can't take it with me."

